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 In this workshop you will discover  
 
� Why we have Angels and who the main ones are  

� How they can help in our daily life  

� How to ask and pray to your Angels  

� The different roles Angels can take  

� Learning the names of the 72 Archangels  

� The functions of the 7 Mighty Elohim,  

� Archangel Michael, Gabriel, Zadkiel, Chamuel, Jophiel, Uriel and Raphael  

� Keys to open your inner ears and third eye with Archangel Gabriel  

� Repairing the Wings with A.Gabriel  

� The difference between your intuition and inner senses  

� The role of your Higher Mind and Over soul  

� How to enhance your intuition and The purpose of your intuition  

� Meeting Archangel Metatron  

� A healing tool working with Archangel Raphael and some cleansing techniques with Michael  

� Discover the name of your Guardian Angel  

� How to read the Angel Oracle Cards for yourself, family and friends  

� Three different spreads that assists you in your decisions and daily life.  
 
The benefits to you are:-  
 
� You will gain valuable insights  

� You will receive clarity and your wisdom will heighten  

� You will experience your psychic senses and contact spirit worlds  

� You will discover that you have psychic abilities and a seer as your senses will enhance  

� You will see how accurate your messages are  

� You will be in awe when you read the cards for yourself and another  

� You will know how to pray to get what you want  

� You will understand Universal Law and the Laws of Nature  

� The group will be small for special attentions  

� Your questions will be answered from a teacher with experience  

� You are working with a teacher who cares for your well-being and has studied these realms  

� You will be inspired and supported all the time  

� Having fun and sharing openly in a safe and intimate environment  
 
If you want to know about Angels, be guided in life and learn how to trust your intuition and inner senses then 
this workshop will offer you this and much more.  
 
You will walk away with tools, a great colour manual, a certificate in Angel Awareness that will empower your 
life to manifest your dreams. 

    


